
Notes (Brief) on the Audio Examples: Volume 6, Middle East

32. Moroccan Jewish song, Shokhant bassadeh ‘She That Dwelleth in the Field’ (1:35)
A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.

33. Moroccan Jewish wedding songs, Yfuerame a banar ‘I Went to Bathe’ (1:59)
A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
Menashe Elbaz (sonaja, a small frame drum with cymbals).
Recorded by Susana Weich Shahak at National Sound Archives, 31 January 1984. 
Courtesy of National Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, 
Jerusalem, Yc 2261

34. Jewish-Yemenite priests’ blessing (2:05)
The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.

For fuller version of these notes, see text pages 1139-1144.

1. Eastern Arab Art Music: taqdsim (solo improvisation) in maqam bayydti and S am ai 
Bayydtial-A ryan (excerpt) (3:51)
Performed on the ‘u d  (fretless lute) by Ali Jihad Racy with riqq (tambourine) 
accompaniment by Souhail Kaspar.
From M ystical Legacies: Ali J ih ad  Racy Performs M usic o f  the M iddle East, Lyrichord 
compact disk 7437, with permission. Recorded live at the J. Paul Getty Museum as 
part of the Los Angeles Festival, 1993. Copyright © Lyrichord Discs Inc.

2. Turkish Mevlevi taksim (solo improvisation) in makam beyati (excerpt) (2:47) 
Performed on the ney (reed flute) by Akagiinduz Kutbay, in the context of a Mevlevi 
(“whirling dervishes”) recording. The excerpt begins with the concluding phrases of the 
vocal Naat performed by Kani Karaca, followed by ritual strokes on the kudum  drums. 
Kutbay then begins a 10 1/2-minute ba$ tak$imi (opening improvisation) introducing 
beyati, the makam of the ay in to follow.
Recorded in Atlantic Studios, New York City, 1978. Released in 1987 on LP as Music 
o f  the Whirling Dervishes-, rereleased on CD under same title, Atlantic 7 82493-2. Used 
with permission from Atlantic.

3. Turkish classical taksim (solo improvisation), in makam beyati (3:37)
Miinir Nurettin Beken, a leading Turkish ud  artist, performs a full taksim consisting of 
exposition— meyan (modulation section)—return.
Recorded for this volume at Jack Straw Studios in Seattle, Washington, United States. 
Used with permission of the artist.

4. Classical Persian dastgdh-e shiir (3:48)
An improvisation on kamanche (a four-stringed spiked fiddle) performed by Ostad 
Morteza Varzi to illustrate modal progression in the dastgah of shiir, including the 
gusheha of daramad  (starting at 0:00); salmak (1:07); shahnaz (1:48), which includes 
the gusheha  of qarache (2:19) and razavi (2:23); hoseyni (2:57); and f o r u d  (3:27). 
Recorded for this volume in Los Angeles on 9 July 2001.

5. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa' al-Rubut, performed by Nawba Na‘lmat 
of Shihr, Yemen 1:25
In this example and track 7, members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln family are heard. The main 
singer, who also plays the mirwas, is Farha ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln. Ghazal ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln plays 
the cylindrical drum (hagir); Fatum Sa‘id Ba Salih and Khadlja Salimln play the other 
shallow cylindrical drums.
Tracks 5-8 recorded by Jurgen Eisner.

6. Yemeni highland drumming: Darbat Sayyari, performed by Ahmad Muhammad J ‘uf 
{tdsa) and Salih Muhammad Salih (m irfa )  of Dali‘, Yemen (0:33)
Highland drumming, featuring the shallow kettledrums tdsa and mirfa', may be among 
the oldest traditions of Yemen. The tdsa is characterized by its sharp, energetic 
presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.
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A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.
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A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
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Jerusalem, Yc 2261
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The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.
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The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
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Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
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presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.

23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.



23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.
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32. Moroccan Jewish song, Shokhant bassadeh ‘She That Dwelleth in the Field’ (1:35)
A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.

33. Moroccan Jewish wedding songs, Yfuerame a banar ‘I Went to Bathe’ (1:59)
A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
Menashe Elbaz (sonaja, a small frame drum with cymbals).
Recorded by Susana Weich Shahak at National Sound Archives, 31 January 1984. 
Courtesy of National Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, 
Jerusalem, Yc 2261

34. Jewish-Yemenite priests’ blessing (2:05)
The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.

For fuller version of these notes, see text pages 1139-1144.

1. Eastern Arab Art Music: taqdsim (solo improvisation) in maqam bayydti and S am ai 
Bayydtial-A ryan (excerpt) (3:51)
Performed on the ‘u d  (fretless lute) by Ali Jihad Racy with riqq (tambourine) 
accompaniment by Souhail Kaspar.
From M ystical Legacies: Ali J ih ad  Racy Performs M usic o f  the M iddle East, Lyrichord 
compact disk 7437, with permission. Recorded live at the J. Paul Getty Museum as 
part of the Los Angeles Festival, 1993. Copyright © Lyrichord Discs Inc.

2. Turkish Mevlevi taksim (solo improvisation) in makam beyati (excerpt) (2:47) 
Performed on the ney (reed flute) by Akagiinduz Kutbay, in the context of a Mevlevi 
(“whirling dervishes”) recording. The excerpt begins with the concluding phrases of the 
vocal Naat performed by Kani Karaca, followed by ritual strokes on the kudum  drums. 
Kutbay then begins a 10 1/2-minute ba$ tak$imi (opening improvisation) introducing 
beyati, the makam of the ay in to follow.
Recorded in Atlantic Studios, New York City, 1978. Released in 1987 on LP as Music 
o f  the Whirling Dervishes-, rereleased on CD under same title, Atlantic 7 82493-2. Used 
with permission from Atlantic.

3. Turkish classical taksim (solo improvisation), in makam beyati (3:37)
Miinir Nurettin Beken, a leading Turkish ud  artist, performs a full taksim consisting of 
exposition— meyan (modulation section)—return.
Recorded for this volume at Jack Straw Studios in Seattle, Washington, United States. 
Used with permission of the artist.

4. Classical Persian dastgdh-e shiir (3:48)
An improvisation on kamanche (a four-stringed spiked fiddle) performed by Ostad 
Morteza Varzi to illustrate modal progression in the dastgah of shiir, including the 
gusheha of daramad  (starting at 0:00); salmak (1:07); shahnaz (1:48), which includes 
the gusheha  of qarache (2:19) and razavi (2:23); hoseyni (2:57); and f o r u d  (3:27). 
Recorded for this volume in Los Angeles on 9 July 2001.

5. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa' al-Rubut, performed by Nawba Na‘lmat 
of Shihr, Yemen 1:25
In this example and track 7, members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln family are heard. The main 
singer, who also plays the mirwas, is Farha ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln. Ghazal ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln plays 
the cylindrical drum (hagir); Fatum Sa‘id Ba Salih and Khadlja Salimln play the other 
shallow cylindrical drums.
Tracks 5-8 recorded by Jurgen Eisner.

6. Yemeni highland drumming: Darbat Sayyari, performed by Ahmad Muhammad J ‘uf 
{tdsa) and Salih Muhammad Salih (m irfa )  of Dali‘, Yemen (0:33)
Highland drumming, featuring the shallow kettledrums tdsa and mirfa', may be among 
the oldest traditions of Yemen. The tdsa is characterized by its sharp, energetic 
presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.



23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.

23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.



23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.

23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.



23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.
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32. Moroccan Jewish song, Shokhant bassadeh ‘She That Dwelleth in the Field’ (1:35)
A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.

33. Moroccan Jewish wedding songs, Yfuerame a banar ‘I Went to Bathe’ (1:59)
A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
Menashe Elbaz (sonaja, a small frame drum with cymbals).
Recorded by Susana Weich Shahak at National Sound Archives, 31 January 1984. 
Courtesy of National Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, 
Jerusalem, Yc 2261

34. Jewish-Yemenite priests’ blessing (2:05)
The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.

For fuller version of these notes, see text pages 1139-1144.

1. Eastern Arab Art Music: taqdsim (solo improvisation) in maqam bayydti and S am ai 
Bayydtial-A ryan (excerpt) (3:51)
Performed on the ‘u d  (fretless lute) by Ali Jihad Racy with riqq (tambourine) 
accompaniment by Souhail Kaspar.
From M ystical Legacies: Ali J ih ad  Racy Performs M usic o f  the M iddle East, Lyrichord 
compact disk 7437, with permission. Recorded live at the J. Paul Getty Museum as 
part of the Los Angeles Festival, 1993. Copyright © Lyrichord Discs Inc.

2. Turkish Mevlevi taksim (solo improvisation) in makam beyati (excerpt) (2:47) 
Performed on the ney (reed flute) by Akagiinduz Kutbay, in the context of a Mevlevi 
(“whirling dervishes”) recording. The excerpt begins with the concluding phrases of the 
vocal Naat performed by Kani Karaca, followed by ritual strokes on the kudum  drums. 
Kutbay then begins a 10 1/2-minute ba$ tak$imi (opening improvisation) introducing 
beyati, the makam of the ay in to follow.
Recorded in Atlantic Studios, New York City, 1978. Released in 1987 on LP as Music 
o f  the Whirling Dervishes-, rereleased on CD under same title, Atlantic 7 82493-2. Used 
with permission from Atlantic.

3. Turkish classical taksim (solo improvisation), in makam beyati (3:37)
Miinir Nurettin Beken, a leading Turkish ud  artist, performs a full taksim consisting of 
exposition— meyan (modulation section)—return.
Recorded for this volume at Jack Straw Studios in Seattle, Washington, United States. 
Used with permission of the artist.

4. Classical Persian dastgdh-e shiir (3:48)
An improvisation on kamanche (a four-stringed spiked fiddle) performed by Ostad 
Morteza Varzi to illustrate modal progression in the dastgah of shiir, including the 
gusheha of daramad  (starting at 0:00); salmak (1:07); shahnaz (1:48), which includes 
the gusheha  of qarache (2:19) and razavi (2:23); hoseyni (2:57); and f o r u d  (3:27). 
Recorded for this volume in Los Angeles on 9 July 2001.

5. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa' al-Rubut, performed by Nawba Na‘lmat 
of Shihr, Yemen 1:25
In this example and track 7, members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln family are heard. The main 
singer, who also plays the mirwas, is Farha ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln. Ghazal ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln plays 
the cylindrical drum (hagir); Fatum Sa‘id Ba Salih and Khadlja Salimln play the other 
shallow cylindrical drums.
Tracks 5-8 recorded by Jurgen Eisner.

6. Yemeni highland drumming: Darbat Sayyari, performed by Ahmad Muhammad J ‘uf 
{tdsa) and Salih Muhammad Salih (m irfa )  of Dali‘, Yemen (0:33)
Highland drumming, featuring the shallow kettledrums tdsa and mirfa', may be among 
the oldest traditions of Yemen. The tdsa is characterized by its sharp, energetic 
presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.
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32. Moroccan Jewish song, Shokhant bassadeh ‘She That Dwelleth in the Field’ (1:35)
A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.

33. Moroccan Jewish wedding songs, Yfuerame a banar ‘I Went to Bathe’ (1:59)
A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
Menashe Elbaz (sonaja, a small frame drum with cymbals).
Recorded by Susana Weich Shahak at National Sound Archives, 31 January 1984. 
Courtesy of National Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, 
Jerusalem, Yc 2261

34. Jewish-Yemenite priests’ blessing (2:05)
The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.

For fuller version of these notes, see text pages 1139-1144.

1. Eastern Arab Art Music: taqdsim (solo improvisation) in maqam bayydti and S am ai 
Bayydtial-A ryan (excerpt) (3:51)
Performed on the ‘u d  (fretless lute) by Ali Jihad Racy with riqq (tambourine) 
accompaniment by Souhail Kaspar.
From M ystical Legacies: Ali J ih ad  Racy Performs M usic o f  the M iddle East, Lyrichord 
compact disk 7437, with permission. Recorded live at the J. Paul Getty Museum as 
part of the Los Angeles Festival, 1993. Copyright © Lyrichord Discs Inc.

2. Turkish Mevlevi taksim (solo improvisation) in makam beyati (excerpt) (2:47) 
Performed on the ney (reed flute) by Akagiinduz Kutbay, in the context of a Mevlevi 
(“whirling dervishes”) recording. The excerpt begins with the concluding phrases of the 
vocal Naat performed by Kani Karaca, followed by ritual strokes on the kudum  drums. 
Kutbay then begins a 10 1/2-minute ba$ tak$imi (opening improvisation) introducing 
beyati, the makam of the ay in to follow.
Recorded in Atlantic Studios, New York City, 1978. Released in 1987 on LP as Music 
o f  the Whirling Dervishes-, rereleased on CD under same title, Atlantic 7 82493-2. Used 
with permission from Atlantic.

3. Turkish classical taksim (solo improvisation), in makam beyati (3:37)
Miinir Nurettin Beken, a leading Turkish ud  artist, performs a full taksim consisting of 
exposition— meyan (modulation section)—return.
Recorded for this volume at Jack Straw Studios in Seattle, Washington, United States. 
Used with permission of the artist.

4. Classical Persian dastgdh-e shiir (3:48)
An improvisation on kamanche (a four-stringed spiked fiddle) performed by Ostad 
Morteza Varzi to illustrate modal progression in the dastgah of shiir, including the 
gusheha of daramad  (starting at 0:00); salmak (1:07); shahnaz (1:48), which includes 
the gusheha  of qarache (2:19) and razavi (2:23); hoseyni (2:57); and f o r u d  (3:27). 
Recorded for this volume in Los Angeles on 9 July 2001.

5. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa' al-Rubut, performed by Nawba Na‘lmat 
of Shihr, Yemen 1:25
In this example and track 7, members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln family are heard. The main 
singer, who also plays the mirwas, is Farha ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln. Ghazal ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln plays 
the cylindrical drum (hagir); Fatum Sa‘id Ba Salih and Khadlja Salimln play the other 
shallow cylindrical drums.
Tracks 5-8 recorded by Jurgen Eisner.

6. Yemeni highland drumming: Darbat Sayyari, performed by Ahmad Muhammad J ‘uf 
{tdsa) and Salih Muhammad Salih (m irfa )  of Dali‘, Yemen (0:33)
Highland drumming, featuring the shallow kettledrums tdsa and mirfa', may be among 
the oldest traditions of Yemen. The tdsa is characterized by its sharp, energetic 
presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.

23. Kurdish epic song, Hasu (1:52)
Ali £etin (age fifty), a well-known poet-singer (law jebij) of the Doski Kurds, entertains 
guests of a tribal leader with a narrative about the exploits of young Hasu (Hasan). He 
sings without instrumental accompaniment, alternating long-drawn-out melismas at the 
beginning and end of phrases with rapid recitation in between.
Field recording 65/71 by Dieter Christensen in Gewar, Hakkari, Turkey, June 1965.

24. Kurdish dance songs: Ax le Nure, Henoke geroww ere, Xwastime (2:32)
Excerpt from an uninterrupted sequence of sixteen dance songs recorded during a 
wedding. The track starts with the last strophe of “O Nure,” then changes to “Hannah 
in the Crowd” and continues with “I Am Engaged.” Two groups of two or three men, 
all of the Acar family, alternate in singing the short strophes while dancing in a single 
line, their shoulders touching. The texts describe the beauty of the girls named in most 
song titles.
Field recording 65/174-6 by Dieter Christensen, in Zomaye Meydane Zengil, Hakkari, 
Turkey, July 1965.

25. Turkish AlevI song with baglama accompaniment: Haydar, Haydar (“I wandered around 
for fourteen thousand years in the guise of a moth”) (2:55)
Haydar, Haydar was created by the virtuoso AlevI artist Ali Ekber Qi^ek in the mid- 
1960s. It has three parts: (1) a six-second introduction reveals some of the lower degrees 
of the folk mode yamk kerem , which is similar to nikriz makam on the baglama (folk 
lute); (2) a technically demanding prelude alternates meters of 9/8 (2223) and 10/8 
(2323) in combination with complex plectrum configurations that create 
multidimensional rhythmic ostinati; (3) the verse proper (in 2323) is set to music from 
the AlevI a$ik or dede Suleyman Elver.
The 45-rpm disk was recorded in 1965 in Turkey (Columbia 45-RT 736; 7XT2 7902).

26. Gharibl, lyric song of Khorasan province, Iran (2:21)
Sung by Gholam LutI (age thirty-five), a professional entertainer (motreb) who normally 
sang and danced with members of his troupe at weddings and other celebrations. He 
described this genre as “a kind of tune (ahang) belonging to someone who came from 
another region and misses his mother and father and sings several verses.”
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Mashhad, Iran, 27 April 1969.

27. Persian narrative song, Sayyed M ohammad Khan (0:55)
Sung by an ironsmith {haddad), Mohammad Shaer KaremI (age sixty), as he paused 
while making knives to entertain a friend and two visitors.
Recorded by Stephen Blum in Ab Kuh, a suburb of Mashhad, Iran, 30 April 1969.

28. Persian classical music: Masnavi in the dastgah of mdhur arranged and performed by 
Leyli Atashkar (b. 1960) on the setar, a four-stringed long-necked lute (3:28)

The text is usually drawn from the famous Masnavi of Jalaloddin Rumi (thirteenth 
century). The most distinctive characteristic of masnavi chanting is its poetic meter, 
- U - - I - U - - I - U ,  which is often performed very flexibly. This example is in dastgah 
mdhur and was transmitted by the singer ‘Abdollah Davami. It has has a daramad  
(introduction, a melodic theme in mdhur), a passage in shekaste, and a final section in 
delkash, with intervening returns to the initial mode. The special tuning (fa do sol do) 
gives this version a flavor of olden times.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

29. Kazakh epic song, zhyr (2:04)
A traditional Kazakh epic singer (zhyrau), Shamshat Tolepova (b. 1938), performs with 
dombra (two-stringed long-neck lute). Lines of text are separated by brief instrumental 
interludes. Translation: “A friend’s heart is a mirror—be careful, don’t break it! / A 
friend’s heart is a spring—be careful, don’t spit on it! / A friend’s heart is a dombra—be 
careful, don’t break its pegs!”
Recorded in Saint Petersburg, Russia, by Alma Kunanbaeva, 1990.

30. Uzbek classical song, Sarabaxi Orom-i Jon  ‘Peace of the Soul’ in maqam dugdh (or 
dugdh), saraxbdr (4/4) rhythm (3:55)
Performed by Nadira Pirmatova (vocal) and his master, Abdurahim Hamidov, on dutar 
(a two-stringed lute) with ddyra (frame drum) accompaniment. The dugdh maqam  
contains two pieces of the genre saraxbdr ‘introduction’, of which the first is in dugdh  
and the second, Ordm-i J o n , much less developed, follows the development phase of the 
dugdh  itself. This example is one of the best-known melodies in the shash maqam  
repertoire; the version here has been condensed and is slightly “uzbekified” compared 
with Bukharan shash maqam. The poem, in the Chagatay language, is by Babur: 
Jon im din o ’z ga yo r i vafodor topmadim  / K o’nglumdin o ’zga mahrami asror topmadin. 
‘Other than my own soul, I have found no loyal friend. / Other than my own heart, I 
have found no one in whom to confide my secrets’.
Recorded for this volume by Jean During in Tashkent, 2001.

31. Uzbek classical instrumental dance piece, Oynasin Dugah (2:32)
Performed on dutar, tanbur (another long-necked lute), and violin, with ddyra 
accompaniment.
This is in the mode dugdh {dugah) in a nonclassical, unnamed rhythm. It was 
composed about sixty years ago by the master musician Yunus Rajabi. The artists heard 
on tracks 30 and 31 include Nodira Pirmatova (b. 1976), accompanied by Abdruahim 
Hamidov on the dutar, Shuhrat Razzaqov (Hamidov’s disciple) on the tanbur, 
Ahmadjon Dodoev on the violin, which he holds vertically; and Hojimmurod Safarov 
on the ddyra.
Recorded by Jean During, 1998.

Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen.

15. Berber warrior dance, taskiwin, from the High Atlas (1:36)
The part of the warrior dance taskiwin called assus ‘shaking’, performed by three 
ta l‘wwatt flute players and three players of the tallunt frame drum, who are standing in 
the center of twenty-one dancers moving in a circle, each with a small goblet-shaped 
drum (agwaif). When the dancers shake their left shoulder, the small bells attached to 
their taskiwin ‘powderhorns’ tinkle. This example comprises twice the rhythmic 
sequence called ‘aw d  bu-lhrb ‘the repetition of the exercise of war’, on which the flute 
players are playing a drone. Ululations of women in the audience can be heard. This 
taskiwin is directed by Lahsen Wakrim, who plays the lead frame drum.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Oumahmoud, High Atlas, Morocco, 1975. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

16. Palestinian folk song, daVona (1:42)
The daVona ‘song to the flirtatious girl’ is commonly performed during weddings. 
Traditional village weddings feature the m ijw iz  (a double clarinet) or urghul (a wind 
instrument consisting of two pipes of unequal length). In this example the singer Walld 
‘Abid is accompanied by the musicians of his group playing ‘ud  (lute), violin, durbakkih 
(single-headed drum), d a f f  (tambourine), and nay (reed flute). This quatrain, sung in 
maqam bayydti, is one of hundreds in the da l‘ona repertoire. Translation: “Mother, O 
Mother, where is my beloved? / They separated us with a mountain. / I will cross the 
sea and sit in his lap. / I will drink from the water of the olive tree spring.”
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Shafa ‘Amr in Galilee, summer 1978.
Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

17. Palestinian line dance, sahjih (0:50)
In the sahjih, during the groom’s party at traditional Palestinian weddings, two 
professional poet-singers improvise folk poems. The hida, a popular genre of the sahj.jih 
repertoire, is sung in couplets, quatrains, or eight-line stanzas, followed by the dancers’ 
refrains. As the poet-singers switch from one type of hida to another, they accelerate the 
tempo. In this example Jihad Sbait and Hanna Sbait alternate quatrains (hida mrabb “) 
in maqam bayydti describing the mood of the dancers and the guests at the wedding. 
Recorded live at a Palestinian wedding in Fassutah, Galilee, 1976. Dirgham H. Sbait 
Collection, 1982.

18. Palestinian shaving song, zaffih (0:42)
In this example the female soloist, Wardih Sbait, sings precomposed and impromptu 
verses. The lyrics include these lines (translated): “We shaved the groom; we wish to 
shave his best man next [that is, the singers wish him to be married soon]. / May the

right hand of the groom’s barber be safe. / We shaved the groom; congratulations to his 
mother.”
Recorded live at a wedding in Haifa, 1978. Dirgham H. Sbait Collection, 1982.

19. Qurba ‘bagpipe’ dance at a wedding in Oman (2:18)
In addition to the Scottish bagpipe, this ensemble includes various drums of African 
and Near Eastern types, tambourines, singers, and dancers to animate the onlookers— 
who may enter the circle to dance themselves.
Recorded by Dieter Christensen in Mejis, Sohar, Oman, July 1990.

20. Yemeni vocal music with lute accompaniment (3:06)
Hasan al-‘AjamI (voice and four-course Yemeni lute, qanbus or tu r b l ) presents a part of 
the compound form qawma, beginning with an instrumental introduction that includes 
a short prelude (fertash) and then the das a (11/8) rhythmic cycle. Finally al-‘AjamI 
begins to sing the poem Q if b i ‘aid l-m as’a (by Ahmad ‘Abd al-Rahman al-AnisI, d. 
1825). Translation: “Stop half the slope, at the gate of the peace / And celebrate your 
feelings in the night. / Compose your verses in the mystic path / And cover the vice 
with a pudic veil.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

21. Yemeni vocal music with copper-plate percussion (excerpt) (2:15)
Ahmad ‘Ushaysh plays the wasta (4/4) rhythmic cycle on the copper plate and 
continues singing the poem Al-nas ‘alayk aqlaquni (anonymous). Translation: “People 
bothered me about you, O little one. / They mentioned your name and asked me 
questions. / I said : ‘Whose name is this? Introduce me! / It’s the name of someone I’ve 
never set eyes on.’” Then he switches to the sari cycle (4/4, the same as wasta, but 
faster) and sings Azlm al-rajd (anonymous). Translation: “Thou to whom all our desires 
do turn. / I beseech Thee, by Thy power, / By Thy fine names, by the sacred Table 
[upon which Allah writes the decrees of destiny], and by the pen.”
Recorded in concert, Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, by Rainer Engel, March 1998. 
From Yemen—Le chant de Sanaa (Sanaan Singing); H. al-Ajami et A. Ushaysh. 
HM321029, distribution Harmonia Mundi. Courtesy of Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris.

22. Saudi women’s wedding song, B aum  (3:20)
The Saudi songstress ‘Itab and her all-women ensemble perform B a u n l to entertain 
women guests at a wedding in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in the late 1970s. While the ‘ud  
states the melody line quietly in the introduction and refrains, the vocals and 
multilayered drumming dominate. ‘Itab’s drummers sing and play daff, darbukka, and a 
full complement of frame drums, tarat (singular, tar). The crowd cheers 
intermittently—most likely to applaud a dancer who has executed a difficult move. 
Recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, c. 1978.
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32. Moroccan Jewish song, Shokhant bassadeh ‘She That Dwelleth in the Field’ (1:35)
A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.

33. Moroccan Jewish wedding songs, Yfuerame a banar ‘I Went to Bathe’ (1:59)
A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
Menashe Elbaz (sonaja, a small frame drum with cymbals).
Recorded by Susana Weich Shahak at National Sound Archives, 31 January 1984. 
Courtesy of National Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, 
Jerusalem, Yc 2261

34. Jewish-Yemenite priests’ blessing (2:05)
The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.

For fuller version of these notes, see text pages 1139-1144.

1. Eastern Arab Art Music: taqdsim (solo improvisation) in maqam bayydti and S am ai 
Bayydtial-A ryan (excerpt) (3:51)
Performed on the ‘u d  (fretless lute) by Ali Jihad Racy with riqq (tambourine) 
accompaniment by Souhail Kaspar.
From M ystical Legacies: Ali J ih ad  Racy Performs M usic o f  the M iddle East, Lyrichord 
compact disk 7437, with permission. Recorded live at the J. Paul Getty Museum as 
part of the Los Angeles Festival, 1993. Copyright © Lyrichord Discs Inc.

2. Turkish Mevlevi taksim (solo improvisation) in makam beyati (excerpt) (2:47) 
Performed on the ney (reed flute) by Akagiinduz Kutbay, in the context of a Mevlevi 
(“whirling dervishes”) recording. The excerpt begins with the concluding phrases of the 
vocal Naat performed by Kani Karaca, followed by ritual strokes on the kudum  drums. 
Kutbay then begins a 10 1/2-minute ba$ tak$imi (opening improvisation) introducing 
beyati, the makam of the ay in to follow.
Recorded in Atlantic Studios, New York City, 1978. Released in 1987 on LP as Music 
o f  the Whirling Dervishes-, rereleased on CD under same title, Atlantic 7 82493-2. Used 
with permission from Atlantic.

3. Turkish classical taksim (solo improvisation), in makam beyati (3:37)
Miinir Nurettin Beken, a leading Turkish ud  artist, performs a full taksim consisting of 
exposition— meyan (modulation section)—return.
Recorded for this volume at Jack Straw Studios in Seattle, Washington, United States. 
Used with permission of the artist.

4. Classical Persian dastgdh-e shiir (3:48)
An improvisation on kamanche (a four-stringed spiked fiddle) performed by Ostad 
Morteza Varzi to illustrate modal progression in the dastgah of shiir, including the 
gusheha of daramad  (starting at 0:00); salmak (1:07); shahnaz (1:48), which includes 
the gusheha  of qarache (2:19) and razavi (2:23); hoseyni (2:57); and f o r u d  (3:27). 
Recorded for this volume in Los Angeles on 9 July 2001.

5. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa' al-Rubut, performed by Nawba Na‘lmat 
of Shihr, Yemen 1:25
In this example and track 7, members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln family are heard. The main 
singer, who also plays the mirwas, is Farha ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln. Ghazal ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln plays 
the cylindrical drum (hagir); Fatum Sa‘id Ba Salih and Khadlja Salimln play the other 
shallow cylindrical drums.
Tracks 5-8 recorded by Jurgen Eisner.

6. Yemeni highland drumming: Darbat Sayyari, performed by Ahmad Muhammad J ‘uf 
{tdsa) and Salih Muhammad Salih (m irfa )  of Dali‘, Yemen (0:33)
Highland drumming, featuring the shallow kettledrums tdsa and mirfa', may be among 
the oldest traditions of Yemen. The tdsa is characterized by its sharp, energetic 
presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.

Notes (Brief) on the Audio Examples: Volume 6, Middle East

32. Moroccan Jewish song, Shokhant bassadeh ‘She That Dwelleth in the Field’ (1:35)
A p iyyu t (religious poem) for the festival of Shavuot (Pentecost) inspired by the biblical 
Song of Songs. Sung by Yeshu’a Azulay and Meir Shriki from Morocco in Hebrew and 
Arabic, accompanied by ‘ud . This tune is in the classical Moroccan-Jewish Andalusian 
style.
Recorded by Dina Berdugo-Sabbah in Beit Shemesh, Israel, 1974. Courtesy of National 
Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 709.

33. Moroccan Jewish wedding songs, Yfuerame a banar ‘I Went to Bathe’ (1:59)
A string of very short wedding songs in the Judeo-Spanish dialect of North Morocco 
(,haketia). Sung by Ginnette Benabou accompanied by Jackie Benabou (darbukka) and 
Menashe Elbaz (sonaja, a small frame drum with cymbals).
Recorded by Susana Weich Shahak at National Sound Archives, 31 January 1984. 
Courtesy of National Sound Archives, Jewish National and University Library, 
Jerusalem, Yc 2261

34. Jewish-Yemenite priests’ blessing (2:05)
The blessing consists of three biblical verses (Numbers 6:24-26). The cantor sings every 
word ornately, according to a repetitive tune; the priests repeat the word with the same 
tune, but avoiding the embellishments so that the meter is more emphasized. This 
enables them to pay attention to the homophonic sound, resulting in a “parallel 
organum” of an interval of a fourth or a fifth. The last words of the three verses are 
sung in a different tune that ends on the subtonic, “preparing” the cadential tune that 
ends on the tonic, and sung by the congregation on the responsorial word “Amen” at 
the end of every verse. This “preparatory” tune of the last word of the third verse is 
preceded by an additional new tune sung on the penultimate word, intensifying the 
preparation of the cadential tune sung on the final “Amen” that closes the blessing. The 
example consists of the last two verses.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978

35. Jewish-Yemenite liturgical song, The Song o f  the Sea (1:35)
The biblical text is Exodus 14:30-31 and 15:1-36; the tune is built on one model 
phrase repeated with every verse of text. This example consists of nine verses (15:2-10). 
“Transpositions” are created by individuals, adults as well as boys, who, deciding to 
lower the pitch by one tone or to raise it by a fifth, gradually pull the whole 
congregation with them. This creates “pseudo-organum” until the rest of the 
congregation joins the individual’s new pitch.
Recorded by Uri Sharvit, Jerusalem, 1978.

For fuller version of these notes, see text pages 1139-1144.

1. Eastern Arab Art Music: taqdsim (solo improvisation) in maqam bayydti and S am ai 
Bayydtial-A ryan (excerpt) (3:51)
Performed on the ‘u d  (fretless lute) by Ali Jihad Racy with riqq (tambourine) 
accompaniment by Souhail Kaspar.
From M ystical Legacies: Ali J ih ad  Racy Performs M usic o f  the M iddle East, Lyrichord 
compact disk 7437, with permission. Recorded live at the J. Paul Getty Museum as 
part of the Los Angeles Festival, 1993. Copyright © Lyrichord Discs Inc.

2. Turkish Mevlevi taksim (solo improvisation) in makam beyati (excerpt) (2:47) 
Performed on the ney (reed flute) by Akagiinduz Kutbay, in the context of a Mevlevi 
(“whirling dervishes”) recording. The excerpt begins with the concluding phrases of the 
vocal Naat performed by Kani Karaca, followed by ritual strokes on the kudum  drums. 
Kutbay then begins a 10 1/2-minute ba$ tak$imi (opening improvisation) introducing 
beyati, the makam of the ay in to follow.
Recorded in Atlantic Studios, New York City, 1978. Released in 1987 on LP as Music 
o f  the Whirling Dervishes-, rereleased on CD under same title, Atlantic 7 82493-2. Used 
with permission from Atlantic.

3. Turkish classical taksim (solo improvisation), in makam beyati (3:37)
Miinir Nurettin Beken, a leading Turkish ud  artist, performs a full taksim consisting of 
exposition— meyan (modulation section)—return.
Recorded for this volume at Jack Straw Studios in Seattle, Washington, United States. 
Used with permission of the artist.

4. Classical Persian dastgdh-e shiir (3:48)
An improvisation on kamanche (a four-stringed spiked fiddle) performed by Ostad 
Morteza Varzi to illustrate modal progression in the dastgah of shiir, including the 
gusheha of daramad  (starting at 0:00); salmak (1:07); shahnaz (1:48), which includes 
the gusheha  of qarache (2:19) and razavi (2:23); hoseyni (2:57); and f o r u d  (3:27). 
Recorded for this volume in Los Angeles on 9 July 2001.

5. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa' al-Rubut, performed by Nawba Na‘lmat 
of Shihr, Yemen 1:25
In this example and track 7, members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln family are heard. The main 
singer, who also plays the mirwas, is Farha ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln. Ghazal ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln plays 
the cylindrical drum (hagir); Fatum Sa‘id Ba Salih and Khadlja Salimln play the other 
shallow cylindrical drums.
Tracks 5-8 recorded by Jurgen Eisner.

6. Yemeni highland drumming: Darbat Sayyari, performed by Ahmad Muhammad J ‘uf 
{tdsa) and Salih Muhammad Salih (m irfa )  of Dali‘, Yemen (0:33)
Highland drumming, featuring the shallow kettledrums tdsa and mirfa', may be among 
the oldest traditions of Yemen. The tdsa is characterized by its sharp, energetic 
presentation of the rhythm; this may at times influence the m irfa , which is dedicated 
solely to the rhythmic foundation.

7. Yemeni drumming from the Hadramawt: Iqa ‘ al-Istimd‘, performed by Firqat al-Zirbadl 
of Shihr, Yemen (1:20)
In Firqat al-Zirbadl—whose name derives from zirbadl, a multipart, rhythmically 
varied men’s dance—two members of the ‘Abd al-Mu‘ln musical family again play a 
central role. Iqd ‘ a l-Istimd‘ shows a characteristic tendency toward ternary rhythmic 
structures.

8. Yemeni drumming from the Tihama: Raqsat al-M ansarl, performed by Firqa Sha‘biyya 
of Zabld, Yemen (1:04)
This arose as a special recording for scholarly study. Thus no melody instrument is 
present; however, the individual layers of the drumming for dancing {raqs) can easily be 
followed. The mansarl rhythm, with its overlapping of binary- and ternary-structured 
voices, and indeed the binary and ternary elements of the mirfa ‘ are an example of the 
elaborate, through-composed rhythm of Yemenite music.

9. Islamic vocal music: Inshad in the public hadra (2:39)
Performed by Shaykh Yasln al-Tuhaml {munshid), with takht accompaniment, 
including kamanjd, ‘ud, duff, riqq, and tab la.
Shaykh Yasln begins the excerpt in maqam nahawand, darb wahda kabira, and sings the 
following two lines (hemistitches are separated by /, lines by //): Taraktu li mahwi /- 
ghayri f t  hdni jam  ‘ina / wa buhtu bi hali f i  bisdt ’al- ‘aliyyati II tukhatibuni bi l-layli a ‘r i f  
ramzaha / wa adri ma'amha wa law bi l - ’isharati. ‘I left the others to obliteration in the 
tavern of our union / and revealed my state in the Holy Presence. //It addresses me by 
night—I know its signs / and understand its meanings, though by intimations’. 
Recorded outdoors in the village o f ‘Izbat al-Mansi, Tanta, Egypt; around midnight, 17 
January 1994.

10. Islamic vocal music: Ibtihaldt (1:09)
Performed by Shaykh ‘Awad Abu Layla, mubtahil.
Performing inside the mosque without meter or accompaniment, the munshid  begins 
with prose praises and supplications to God in maqam rdst and then turns to a religious 
qasida. Text: Afwaka wa ridaka wa husna liqaka yd  rabb. ‘Your forgiveness and 
satisfaction, and a good meeting with You, O Lord!’ Then comes the first line of poetry: 
Miladu ’ahmada nurun sd tiun  duha / ‘amma l-bariyyata qdsiha wa daniha. ‘Ahmad’s 
birthday is the brilliant light of forenoon, / which pervaded all creation, far and near’.

The qasida is a madih, praising the Prophet Muhammad (Ahmad) by describing his 
miraculous life. After presenting six more lines in a similar style, the munshid  sings 
prose requests for blessings on the Prophet and then launches immediately into the 
dawn call to prayer (adhan a lfa jr ).
Recorded at Masjid al-Nur, ‘Abbasiyya, Cairo, Egypt, before dawn on 15 July 1997.

11. Jewish cantillation: Bereshit bara ‘In the beginning’, Genesis 1:1-5 (1:01)
Biblical reading following the cantillation accents. A portion of the Pentateuch is read at 
the synagogue during sabbath services. The reading of the entire Pentateuch is 
completed in a yearly cycle that starts with the festival of Simhat Torah ‘Rejoicing of the 
Torah’ in early October. The opening portion of the whole cycle is included in this 
recording. Sung by Menashe Cohen from Khalkis, Greece.
Recorded by Amnon Shiloah in Greece, 9 August 1970. Courtesy of National Sound 
Archives, Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Yc 277.

12. Eastern Christian chant (2:53)
Syro-Maronite chant (line A) with two Syro-Maronite-Arabic chants (lines B and C) 
adapted by the “refashioning” procedure to two paraliturgical Arabic texts.
The three texts are sung during Holy Week. Chant B is from a studio recording with 
instruments that are not usually used inside a church. Chant C is usually sung 
responsorially (solo and congregation). Performed by the Choir of the University of the 
Holy Spirit at Kaslik (Lebanon); female soloist: Majdala. Translation: (A) “He is killed 
in Egypt, the real lamb; and knifed in Zion the Easter lamb.” (B) “O my people and 
my companions, where is the reliable pact; where is the gratitude of the love, the 
amiability and the forgiveness?” (C) “I am the sad Mother, and nobody consoles me. 
That the death of your Son be a life for those that ask for it.”

13. Berber women’s wedding song from the Anti-Atlas (1:21)
Beginning of the initial song of the series, performed upon the arrival of the men of the 
honor guard (imsalan) at the bride’s house. The women sing antiphonally, and three 
ululations precede the song.
Recorded by Miriam Rovsing Olsen, Ida Ouzddout, Anti-Atlas, Morocco, 1979. 
Copyright © Miriam Rovsing Olsen

14. Berber wedding song, ahwash, from the Anti-Atlas (2:27)
Beginning of tamssust in a women’s ahwash {ahwash n-tim gharin). The example fades 
into a male soloist singing laudatory poetry. This is followed by the women’s antiphonal 
response in sung poetry beginning with the last verse sung by the poet. The beginning 
of the dance is marked by a progressive introduction of the women’s hand clapping, of 
drums (a two-headed drum, ganga-, and several frame drums, tilluna), and of metal 
clappers {tiqrqqawin). The singing is punctuated by ululations from women in the 
audience.
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